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Abstract. [Context and motivation] The automotive industry is
currently undergoing a fundamental transformation towards software de-
fined vehicles. The automotive market of the future demands a higher
level of automation, electrification of the power train, and individually
configurable comfort functions. [Question/problem] These demands
pose a challenge to the automotive development cycle, because they in-
troduce complexity by larger and not yet well explored design spaces
that are difficult to manage. [Principal ideas/results] To cope with
these challenges, the main players along the value chain have an in-
creased interest in collaborating and aligning their development efforts
along joint roadmaps. Roadmap development can be viewed as a field of
requirements engineering with the goal to capture product aspects on an
appropriate level of abstraction to speed up investment decisions, reduce
communication overhead and parallelize development activities, while
complying with competition laws. [Contribution] In this paper, we
present a refinement of the “Innovation Modeling Grid” (IMoG), which
encompasses a methodology, a process and a proposed notation to sup-
port joint analysis of development roadmaps. IMoG is focused on the
automotive domain, yet there are clear potentials for other applications.

Keywords: Innovation Modeling · Public Roadmapping · IMoG

1 Introduction

The automotive industry faces the following challenges, which requires the au-
tomotive value chain to adapt to remain competitive [11]: The automotive in-
dustry has recognized for a long time the demand and potential of highly au-
tomated driving and fully autonomous driving. This autonomous functionality
rely, for example, on perceiving the environment, locating the car’s position,
computing trajectories, planning and navigating routes to controlling the car.
The implied high software complexity poses a major challenge to the automotive
industry [3, 8, 15]. The demand of individualization, e.g., the support for plug-
ging the newest smartphone generations into the car or the individualizing of
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the air condition systems, is also software driven, underlining the need to focus
on software.

The climate change and the departure from combustion engines is a another
challenge. The expected technology shift goes towards the electrification of cars,
which represents an easier technology and opens the markets for start-ups. Con-
sidering the easier technology as well as the limited resources (e.g., lithium),
the electrification increases the pressure on the market for all members of the
automotive value chain. Finally, the general trend of car manufacturers to move
towards new business models, that focus on mobility as a service, poses a major
challenge to the whole value chain.

The long established automotive value chain with their long development
times of up to 10 years needs to find a way to reduce the development times
to remain competitive [11]. One way (and our investigated way) to accelerate
the development of the automotive value chain is by trying to boost innova-
tion with a public roadmapping approach. It is assumed, that such a developed
public roadmap is created and maintained by an automotive value chain commit-
tee. This committee may include several car manufacturers (Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM)), several software and hardware component suppliers (also
referred to as Tier 1) as well as several semiconductor suppliers (Tier 2). The
committee is public and open for new members to comply with the compli-
ance laws. This roadmapping approach helps to better understand and com-
municate future innovations, the required future technologies and the decisions
of other partners about their future direction along the value chain. Based on
the communicated directions, the value chain partners can reduce their risks
in investment decisions into new technologies and speed up their decision pro-
cess. This roadmapping context represents a communication and understanding
problem, which is in essence a requirements engineering problem. However, this
context does not represent the typical requirements engineering field: The pub-
lic roadmapping does not resemble a product as in the classical case between a
corporation and a customer. It focuses on the pre-development specification of
an innovation managed in a distributed manner.

Given this roadmapping approach, we investigated the research question of
what an appropriate methodology, process and tool would be. In our opinion a
dedicated methodology supported by a process and tailored tooling is required to
handle this special and abstract context. The methodology targets to efficiently
represent and model early microelectronic innovations to enable a consistent
information transfer along the value chain on public roadmaps. The methodology
shall reduce the start-up time for innovation modeling by pre-structuring the
innovation in the sense of advising what type of elements exist and how they
relate to each other. The process shall answer who is doing what with which tool
to produce which artifacts and when they are finished. The tooling shall support
as good as possible the above mentioned process and methodology.

Focusing on this context, we developed a methodology called “Innovation
Modeling Grid” (IMoG) to accelerate the innovation development process along
the automotive value chain [6]. The journal article included a preliminary eval-
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uation regarding IMoG’s validity, usefulness and adequacy with the result of
IMoG being a promising approach. A definition of IMoG’s model elements and a
process to answer how to use IMoG remained open. Therefore, we have further
consolidated IMoG, by defining a suitable process with the required roles and
by refining IMoG’s perspectives and their corresponding model elements. Ad-
ditionally, we have explored IMoG in more sophisticated academic innovations.
The contribution of the consolidation of IMoG, its process and its application
to the academic innovations will be presented in this article. The related work is
described in Section 2. Afterwards, the IMoG methodology, its process and its
roles are presented in Section 3. A discussion of the current state of IMoG and
a conclusion complete the article.

2 Related Work

IMoG is designed specifically for its context: Public collaboration between an
open number of corporations along the automotive value chain to derive roadmaps
for future microelectronic innovations. We are not aware of any methodologies,
processes or tools tackling an identical issue. Nonetheless, IMoG is inspired by
general principles of the requirements engineering field and by methodologies
that target innovations. These methodologies have their specific context, which
make them only partially applicable to the context of IMoG. However, they
provide valuable insights on how to tackle the modeling of innovations.

IMoG’s matrix shape is inspired by SPES [14]. The SPES concept of using
different perspectives, which handle different aspects of the examined innovation
as well as using different abstraction levels are included in IMoG’s design prin-
ciples. The perspectives and aspects covered differ between IMoG and SPES,
however, similar topics are covered. This SPES concept of perspectives is also
used in other methodologies like EAST-ADL [5] and AUTOSAR [1], but both
focus on design phases and their artifacts specifically.

Furthermore, IMoG relies on concepts from requirements engineering. This
includes (1) the partition of the problem and solution space [4, 13] to reduce
cognitive load and improve modeling, (2) the use of User Stories and Use Cases [9]
to model the user needs in the problem space, (3) the use of feature models [10]
and subsidiary variants like [4], (4) the partitioning of system descriptions into
context, logical architecture, system components and parts similar to AUTOSAR
[1] and others.

The innovation modeling methodology of Gleirschner et al. [7] closely relates
to IMoG. It uses feature models, requirements, use cases and component models
to describe the pre-development phases of automotive innovations. The contrast
to IMoG lies in its context and modeling focus: Gleirschner et al. emphasize
the features and services including behavioral aspects known from systems level
design. In contrast, IMoG emphasizes on the roadmapping context in the com-
mittee, which does not focus on providing too much details. On the other hand,
IMoG includes for example the description of strategies on the Strategy Perspec-
tive of the stakeholders in the automotive value chain.
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3 IMoG Methodology

We developed a methodology called “Innovation Modeling Grid” (IMoG) to ac-
celerate the innovation development process along the automotive value chain.
The methodology IMoG provides a structure and defines elements to model the
problem and the solution space of innovations. IMoG defines a structure to re-
duce the time spend on the “What and how to model?” question and to help the
modeler to focus on their innovation instead. Furthermore, a process and a dedi-
cated tooling supporting the methodology is required to handle the methodology
this public roadmapping context. A dedicated tooling for IMoG is currently in
progress, but out of the scope of this article.

Section 3.1 presents the design principles of the methodology IMoG. Section
3.2 describes IMoG’s methodology. IMoG’s process is described in Section 3.3.

3.1 Design Principles of IMoG

We developed IMoG under the context that an automotive value chain com-
mittee creates and maintains a public microelectronic roadmap. This context
has implications on the methodology and thus shaped IMoG’s design principles.
These design principles are outlined here:

– Abstract Innovations: The public collaboration of the corporations of the
automotive value chain for future innovations requires an abstract repre-
sentation of the innovation to remain beneficial to all participants. IMoG
models are expected to include fewer details than typical development and
engineering models and therefore, complex modeling concepts are left out.
This includes, for example, the concept of “Ports” to model communication
interfaces and check their consistency. However, this does not mean that any
kind of detail is too much. IMoG is expected to contain sufficient details
of the innovation’s crucial parts where the highest uncertainty and risk lie.
Instead of Ports, one communication channel describing sufficient details is
recommended.

– Problem space vs solution space: The innovation shall be divided into
a problem description and a solutions description [4,13]: The problem space
should mostly contain information about the problem with as little informa-
tion as necessary about the possible solutions. The solution space covers then
the possible solutions. Furthermore, a map between the problem space ele-
ments and the solution space elements is necessary for basic tracing. Natural
language constraints, quality requirements and general conditions complete
this tracing by giving the options to add further information. In the context
of a roadmapping committee, this problem-solution distinction is suitable,
because it eliminates the frequently asked question whether a particular
“Function”, “Block”, “Requirement” in the IMoG model describes the target
state or the actual state and thus helps reducing the thinking overhead.

– Support of Decomposition / Refinement / Variability: These three
core concepts shall be distinguished whenever needed to maximize usability.
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In the context of public roadmapping the distinction is less important for
describing the problem space. However it is invaluable to understand and
apply these concepts for the solutions and their variants.

– Omitting behavioral or structural focus: The focus in context of a
microelectronic roadmap lies on the understanding what the problem is and
not on which parts are needed to build the innovation. Thus structural details
are intentionally left out. Similarly, the solution description focuses on how
solutions can be implemented, on their properties and on their variants:
Behavioral details are kept abstract for the the blocks and variants.

– Abstraction Levels and Perspectives: The concept of abstraction levels
and perspectives shall help with the separation of concerns as well as with
the support of filtering mechanisms to hide temporally unneeded details.

3.2 Innovation Modeling Grid Methodology

Problem Space Solution Space

Component Level 

Focus: Tier 2-n

Component Level 

Focus: Tier 2-n

Component  
Strategy

<<references>>

<<constrains>>

<<allocate>>

<<references>>

<<references>>

<<references>>

<<decompose>>

<<decompose>>

<<decompose>>

<<decompose>> <<decompose>>

<<decompose>>

<<constrains>>

<<allocate>>

<<allocate>>

<<references>>

<<references>>

Strategy
Perspective 

Functional
Perspective 

Quality 
 (and Constraint) 

Perspective 

Structural
Perspective 

Domain
Knowledge
Perspective 

Innovation Modeling Grid (IMoG) v1.4

Context Level 

Focus: OEM

 
System Level 

 
Focus: OEM / Tier 1

Component Level 

Focus: Tier 2-n

Innovation
Requirements

System
Requirements

System  
Structure

Innovation 
Context

Automotive
Domain

Knowledge

System Level
Knowledge

Component
Level

Knowledge 

Component
Structure

Component
Requirements

Component
Functions

Requirements
<<constrains>>

Requirements

Requirements

Requirements

Requirements

Requirements

<<constrains>>

<<constrains>>

<<constrains>>

Innovation 
Strategy

Essential 
Functions

System  
Functions

Systems  
Strategy

Innovation 
Context 

Knowledge

System Level
Knowledge

Fig. 1. IMoG version 1.4. It contains three abstraction levels (rows) and five per-
spectives (columns). Each perspective and abstraction level is interconnected with its
neighbor cell.

The Innovation Modeling Grid (IMoG) is depicted in Figure 1. IMoG forms a
matrix with rows and columns. Each row represents an abstraction level, which
can be understood as separating and designing the details of the innovation at
different detail levels. IMoG currently proposes three abstraction levels:
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– The Context Level is used to describe the innovation as a whole system
embedded in its environment.

– The System Level describes the system and its parts.
– The Component Level describes the components of the system and parts

in more detail.

Each column represents a perspective that describes a different aspect of the
innovation. IMoG defines two categories of perspectives:

– Perspectives of the problem space focus on the description of the problem,
ignoring all technical information. These include the Strategy Perspective,
the Functional Perspective and partially the Quality Perspective.

– Perspectives of the solution space focus on how to translate the problem
into solution designs. In the context of innovations these solution spaces are
kept abstract as the knowledge about the future is only vague. The Structural
Perspective, the Knowledge Perspective and the other part of the Quality
Perspective correspond to the solution space.

The IMoG meta model recommends for each perspective a set of model elements.
The corresponding details are out of the scope of this article. Each perspective is
presented in the following. Afterwards, the interconnection (and thus the arrows
in Figure 1) between the perspectives are described.

Strategy Perspective An innovation’s creation usually starts with many dis-
cussions, sketches and creative methods. These discussions are the starting point
of the Strategy Perspective. The role of the Innovation Leader (see Section 3.3)
– possibly the initiator in a committee – takes the outcome and writes the inno-
vation description. The description targets the innovation strategies, which may
contain a vision, rationales, images, goals and diagrams. These descriptions can
contain identifiable elements to allow referencing and tracing. Additionally, the
description contains abstract company strategies and information like their stake
in the innovation. The description and identifiable elements encompass together
enough information to start the modeling activities from the other Perspectives.

In the following, we illustrate the process steps with the innovation “Provid-
ing mobility with an e-scooter” (see Figure 2). The Strategy Perspective of the
e-scooter innovation includes a description with a vision and what the innova-
tion is about, the goals written as text as well as goals listed as elements for
cross referencing, information from the car manufacturer (OEM) regarding their
estimated customer needs, their concern and possibly some additional bubble di-
agram for a better explanation of their interest and information from the other
suppliers (Tier 1 and Tier 2) including their interest, diagrams, etc.

Functional Perspective The Functional Perspective focuses on the identi-
fication of the required features (end-user visible characteristics) and functions
(traceable tasks or actions that a system shall perform) to design the innovation.
The features and functions of the Functional Perspective represent a derivative
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Displayed Content

OEM

Tier 1

Tier 2

OEM

Providing mobility with an E-Scooter 
Description:

The addition of other mobility concepts, besides cars and public transport, make
a valuable contribution to a better traffic situation. E-scooters represent a flexible
and perfect way to get from A to B for short distances, as they are more environ-
mentally friendly, transportable and practical in many situations.

Goal of the innovation (written like back in the 2010s):

An e-scooter is nothing new in itself. However, several questions remain to be sufficiently answered.
Starting with challenge of limited amount of energy, accumulators are either too heavy to transport or the
capacity of the accumulator is still too small. New evolving battery technologies may however push the e-
scooter to a practicable level. In the same sense, microcontrollers and balancing systems are nowadays
too unreliable and too big to be conveniently installed in the e-scooter. The evolving AI technologies are a
promising approach to rapid decision making. Additionally the legal gray area speaks against a fast
introduction of e-scooters. The goal of this innovation model is to provide a feasibility analysis of e-
scooters as a promising and technically practicable mobility solution of the future.

Preliminary Modeling Goals: 

The following elements shall be included in the model:

OEM Informations

General

PMG1 | Modeling Goal | The evaluation of future batterie technologies

PMG2 | Modeling Goal | The evaluation of future microcontroller technologies and their software

General

User Needs Projection:  
The user needs to be able to drive and perform similar tasks to reach its destination.

Fig. 2. Strategy Perspective: part of the innovation description of the e-scooter.

of the well-known feature models from [10]. Optionally, User Stories or Use Cases
can be created if the committee determines the need for more information on
each feature and function.

Filter

<<Feature>> 
Providing mobility
with an E-Scooter

<<Feature>> 
Driving

<<Feature>> 
Damping

<<Feature>> 
Showing

Insurance
<<Feature>> 

Carrying

Providing mobility with an e-scooter 

Description and Reasoning:

The addition of other mobility concepts, besides cars and public transport, make
a valuable contribution to a better traffic situation. E-scooters represent a flexible
and perfect way to get from A to B for short distances, as they are more environ-
mentally friendly, transportable and practical in many situations.

Some Subgoals are:

The e-scooter shall be able to transport the user.
The e-scooter shall be comfortable to transport.
The e-scooter shall be able to be parked in any legal location and be available for leasing.

Basic Working Conditions:

Mission areas are different scenarios. See the mission table. The scenarios include individual owned
e-scooters, permanently used e-scooters, comfort requisted e-scooters and simple requested e-
scooters.

Priority (Property): 1 

Notes:
(1) Alternative Choice (Binding Time) resolved by company's Application Engineering
(2) An E-Scooter is self-balancing if it is equipped with an integrated electronic balance, propulsion, steering,
and deceleration system by which it can maintain itself balance.

Discussion / FeedbackUser Stories / Use Cases

Context
Level

System Level

Component
Level

<<Feature>> 
Loading Capacity

<<Feature>> 
Balancing

<<Feature>> 
Maintaining 

Simple

Variation Point:  
E-Scooter Type

Comfort

[2,3]
decompose

requires

<<Feature>> 
Providing mobility
with an E-Scooter

<<Feature>> 
Driving

<<Feature>> 
Damping 

Fig. 3. Functional Perspective: a part of the feature model of the e-scooter.

Considering the e-scooter example, the Functional Perspective model is par-
tially depicted in Figure 3. It starts with “Providing mobility with an e-scooter”
as its root feature, which is decomposed into several other features. The manda-
tory relations are depicted by an arrow with a black circle as its head, and
optional relations are depicted by an arrow with a white circle as its head.
Finally, an or-relation with cardinality is depicted as a black arc with several
lines and a constraint relation (“requires”) as a line with a stereotype. For more
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details about these described relations, see [4,10]. The Variation Point represen-
tation represents a labeled alternative relation, which has its own IMoG specific
graphical depiction. The e-scooter feature description can be seen on the left. It
includes a detailed textual description, aligned goals, basic working conditions
and other properties, like notes, priorities or links to user stories and use cases.
The functions of the model are left out of the image. One specialty of the Func-
tional Perspective is the detailed description of each feature and function, which
helps to understand what they actually represent.

Quality Perspective Based on the strategy description and the features and
functions, the Quality Perspective captures quality requirements and constraints
of each feature and function. Requirement diagrams and requirement tables are
adequate representations of the Quality Perspective. These requirements and
constraints, the features and functions as well as the strategy description encom-
pass together the problem space. The Quality Perspective does however contain
another part: the quality requirements and constraints of the solutions on the
Structural Perspective.

The Quality Perspective of the e-scooter innovation is depicted in Figure 4.
It contains the quality requirements of the problem space and the solution space.

Priority Name Text Labels / Sources Target
1 Safety The e-scooter shall have 2 brakes. Safety Concept Braking

ID
1

1 Braking The braking power shall be greater than .. User Needs Braking2
2 Damping The cushed power shall be >= .. User Needs Damping3
2 Weight The weight shall be < .. User Needs Carrying4
3 Carry-Bar The ergonomy of the handbar shall be better than .. User Needs Carrying.Simple5.1
3 Carry-Weight The weight shall be < .. User Needs Carrying5.2
3 Carry-Platform The platform shall be be smaller than .. User Needs Carrying5.3
1 Stability The stability of each subcomponent of the e-scooter shall be > .. Safety Concept Balancing6
4 Modularity Each subsystem of the e-scooter shall be build and built-in modular. Safety Concept Maintaining7
2 Badge The stability of the badge shall be > .. User Needs Show. Insurance8
1 Load Capacity-Stability The stability of each subcomponent of the e-scooter shall be > .. Safety Concept Loading Capacity9.1
1 Load Capacity-Engine The engine power shall be > .. Engine Engine9.2
1 Load Capacity-Brake The braking power shall be greater than .. Safety Concept Loading Capacity9.3

Abstraction Layer Version
Context Level
Context Level
Context Level
Context Level
System Level
System Level
System Level
System Level
System Level
System Level
System Level
System Level
System Level

2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
3
1
1
3

Parent Req.
-
-
-
-
4 (Dcmp)
4 (Dcmp)
4 (Dcmp)
-
-
-
6 (Refine)
0 (Dcmp)
2 (Dcmp)

System Level
System Level

Filter
Context

Level

System Level

Component
Level

 SQL Query Go!

Fig. 4. Quality Perspective: a table of requirements with many attributes, which ref-
erence features or functions of the Functional Perspective or solution blocks of the
Structural Perspective. The details – like the meaning of the attributes – can be cho-
sen individually depending on each innovation and are not further elaborated here.
Filter functionality is of special importance for the Quality Perspective.

Structural Perspective The Structural Perspective targets the modeling of
the solution space. It is worth mentioning, that the word “Structural” does not
mean the relations of solution blocks to each other alone here, but it also includes
properties and values of these solution blocks. Starting with the environment on
the context level, the interaction and effects between the environment and the
innovation are modeled. A simple environment description for the e-scooter may
contain blocks for the street, the driver and the e-scooter (see Figure 5). Each
of them have variants attached, that specify different forms of solutions. Each of
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these blocks own properties, which further refine them. The added information is
crucial for analyzing and evaluating the solution space. Additionally, exemplary
“Incoming Forces” and “Weight” effects are added.

On the system level, the innovation is decomposed into components includ-
ing software and hardware elements. CPU, hardware architectures and mappings
between them are part of the system level. On the component level, these system
blocks are decomposed into their atoms. These may include sensor descriptions
with parameters, functions, properties or abstract technologies. The constraints
and parameters of chosen technologies are particularly important on the com-
ponent levels. Additionally, requirements can be added to the solution blocks.
These requirements are added when creating the Structural Perspective, but are
placed on the Quality Perspective and then referenced on the corresponding so-
lution block on the Structural Perspective. An example of a system model can
be viewed in Figure 6: it decomposes the e-scooter block known from Figure 5
into several parts of the e-scooter. The model elements are designed specifically
for the microelectronic context.

<<Environment>> 
Roadway

E-Scooter

<<Environment>> 
Driver

Incoming
Forces Weight

Filter
Context Level

System Level

Component Level

<<Variant>> 
Desert

Roadway

<<Variant>> 
Normal

<<Variant>> 
Simple

<<Variant>> 
Comfort

<<Variant>> 
Leasing

Fig. 5. Structural Perspective - Context Level: A simple context model for the e-
scooter. It contains the innovation (e-scooter) with the driver and roadway blocks (blue
rectangles with a name and optionally a stereotype over the name). Each block has
variants attached, that specify different forms of solutions. The variants are depicted as
green and white boxes next to the solution blocks with the stereotype «Variant». Fur-
thermore, relations like “Incoming Forces” and “weight” are modeled as unidirectional
purple arrows, where purple represents the color for relations stereotyped as «effect».
The solution blocks of the different abstraction levels are left out of the model.

Knowledge Perspective Based on the committee’s insights from the problem
and solution space, the reusable elements are stored in a database for later use
in other innovation models. This database is called Knowledge Perspective and
builds the last perspective of IMoG. The component database and knowledge
base enable references made in future innovation models. The database may, for
example, contain sensor characteristics and constraints from road traffic regu-
lations, with each element owning an id, a name, a type, an estimated year of
availability and several properties depending on the context of innovation.

Connecting Perspectives All perspectives were presented in detail. However,
their interconnection needs to be described. These interconnections are already
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<<Logical>> 
ADAS support

<<Part>> 
Brake #1

<<Part>> 
Standing Platform

<<Hardware>> 
Engine

<<Part>> 
Tires

<<Part>> 
Folding elements

<<Hardware>> 
Balancing Unit

<<Part>> 
Lighting

<<Part>> 
Bell

<<Hardware>> 
Motor ECU

<<Part>> 
Insurance Badge Holder

<<Part>> 
Handlebar

<<Hardware>> 
Anti Force Unit

<<Hardware>> 
Acceleration Interface

<<Hardware>> 
Assisting Systems ECU

<<Part>> 
Battery

<<Hardware>> 
HMI / Display

<<Hardware>> 
Anti Force Actor

<<Hardware>> 
Assisting Sensors

<<Hardware>> 
Assisting Actors

<<Hardware>> 
Interface

Microcontroller

<<Hardware>> 
Anti Force Controller

<<Hardware>> 
Main Microcontroller

<<Hardware>> 
Sensor Platform

<<Hardware>> 
Motor-Controller

<<Variant>> 
Simple St.
Platform

<<Variant>> 
Normal St.
Platform

<<Variant>> 
Large St.
Platform

<<Variant>> 
StableSt.
Platform

<<Part>> 
Brake #2

<<Hardware>> 
E-Fuse

E-Scooter

<<Part>> 
Insurance Badge Holder

<<Part>> 
Handlebar

<<Part>> 
Tires

<<Hardware>> 
Engine

<<Hardware>> 
Engine

<<Hardware>> 
Motor ECU

<<Hardware>> 
Engine

<<Hardware>> 
Motor ECU

Mapped Software

<<Software>> 
Braking Controller

<<Software>> 
HMI Software

Refinement
Area 

<<Technology>> 
Chip Technology

Refinement
Area 

<<Technology>> 
Light Technology

Mapped Software

<<Software>> 
Assisting Software

<<Software>> 
Self balancing

<<Hardware>> 
Inertial Sensor

Refinement
Area 

<<Technology>> 
Battery Cells

Refinement
Area 

<<Technology>> 
Plastic

<<Mission Profile>> 
Buyed

<<Application>> 
StableAlu Easy

...

Standing Platform 

This is the base of the e-scooter, where the "driver" can stand on. The steering
gear is part of it!

Properties:

[Quality]       Weight = [5-7]kg
[Availability] Feasibility = 100%
[Availability] Lifetime = 5+ years
[Quality]       Stability = [Stable, Robust]
[Quality]       Damping = Low
[Quality]       Lenght = [1.2, 1.4]m
[Complexity]Maximal Weight = 120kg

Selected Variant: Stable Standing Plattform

[Quality]       Weight = 5kg
[Availability] Feasibility = 100%
[Availability] Lifetime = 5+ years
[Quality]       Stability = [Stable, Robust]
[Quality]       Damping = Low
[Quality]       Lenght = [1.2, 1.4]m
[Quality]       Stability Temperature =  
[Complexity]Maximal Weight = 120kg

Interfaces: 

Tires

Solution Space Description (for Variant Stable Standing Plattform") loaded: 
Manipulate the Sliders here to manipulate the above Properties.
⚠ The Sliders will move based on the other sliders! The dependencies are
saved in the PMML file. 

The abstract public available "internal" model (in this case formulas and
solution tables) from variant "Stable Standing Plattform" is attached.

Attached Functions:
...

Attached Requirements:
...

Discussion / FeedbackAvailability = Now

Feasibility = 100% Download "Internal" Model

Property Category

^Weight
Feasibility

Stability
Lifetime

Filter

Context Level

System Level

Component Level

Effects

Arrows

<<Powertrain>>

Add custom Filter

Show Relations:

Show Blocktypes:

<<Environment>>

<<Technology>>

<<Software>>

<<Hardware>>

<<Part>>

<<Logic>>

Add custom Filter 

Show Custom Relations:

<<Attached>>

Show Custom
Blocktypes:

Channels

The ADAS support
is currently kept

sparse on
information on

purpose! 
 

Fig. 6. Structural Perspective - System Level: The decomposition of the e-scooter into
its system parts. It contains many blocks, variants, relations and channels (for modeling
communication). This figure shall only give a glance at what may be included in the
Structural Perspective. The exact details are out of scope of this paper.

visible in Figure 1 and are described here shortly. The elements of the Strategy
Perspective can be referred by the features and functions, building the inter-
connection between the Strategy Perspective and Functional Perspective (rep-
resented by the «references» relations in Figure 1). The constraints are part of
the Quality Perspective and own a target reference to the corresponding features
and functions. The same applies to the requirements, which are mapped on the
Structural Perspective’s solution blocks. Thus the Quality Perspective has traces
to both Functional Perspective and Structural Perspective (represented by the
«constrains» relations in Figure 1). Each feature and function should be mapped
on one or several solution blocks (represented by the «allocate» relations in Fig-
ure 1). This allocation is crucial, because it represents the interconnection of the
problem space with the solution space. Finally, there is the reference between
the solution blocks of the Structural Perspective and the Knowledge Perspective
(represented by the «references» relations in Figure 1). Thus all perspectives are
interconnected to each other. Worth to note is, that the IMoG modeler must
ensure that no inconsistencies arise (e.g., a requirement that is mapped on a
feature or function, which is then allocated on a solution block that owns a
contradicting requirement).

3.3 Process for IMoG

Section 3.2 described the IMoG methodology. The questions how and when the
methodology artifacts are used are not yet answered. Therefore, this section
describes IMoG’s process to answer these questions. IMoG’s process description
contains the involved roles, their activities and the produced artifacts. The roles
of IMoG are divided into two groups (see Figure 7):
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Fig. 7. Activities (arrows) and roles of the working process. The space between the
activities represent nothing special and is for the sake of the graphical representation
only. The roles of IMoG are divided into two groups: Committee roles and in-house
employees of a corporation.

1. The roles of the members of the automotive value chain committee. The
roles are described in Table 1.

2. And the roles corporation employees, which specialize the role of the “Cor-
poration Representative” to execute the specific activities of IMoG. These
(in-house) employees help the committee by providing and compiling infor-
mation. These roles are described in Table 2.

Table 1. The involved roles in the automotive value chain committee

Roles Description
Committee Leader The responsible person leading the roadmap committee.
Corporation Rep-
resentative

The responsible person of a corporation to coordinate the cor-
poration internal tasks to produce the needed inputs for the
roadmap. For the automotive value chain, this representative may
be classified by OEM, Tier1 or Tier2.

IMoG responsible
Model Expert

The responsible person of creating and maintaining the IMoG
model on the command of the committee members. The IMoG
responsible Model Expert is not responsible for the content of the
model (e.g. Shall A be decomposed to B and C? etc.) and only
for the correct use of semantics and representation.

Roadmap Manager
of the committee

The roadmap manager of the committee is responsible for the
creation and maintenance of the roadmap.

We do not define a specific way through the IMoG matrix. Instead, the
members of the automotive value chain committee (and thus the two mentioned
groups of roles) execute the following activities (see Figure 7):

The first step is called Innovation Identification. This activity uses cre-
ative methods as well as market segment analysis to develop a new innovation
idea and create an initial description. The involved roles include the Committee
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Table 2. The involved roles executing the required activities of IMoG

Roles Description
Roadmap Manager The roadmap manager monitors the innovation status, reports to

top management on the feasibility of the innovation, surveys new
technologies from other partners, and updates the roadmap. The
roadmap manager investigates trends and innovations. During
innovation modeling, the roadmap manager performs the initial
tasks and writes the roadmap after consulting with the other
domain experts, requirements engineers, and system architects.

Requirements En-
gineer

The requirements engineer creates initial top-level requirements
for the innovation and captures them uniformly (formally or in
natural language). The requirements engineer leverages the ex-
pertise of the domain experts and system architects to uniformly
refine the requirements in the system models.

System Architect The system architect has the role of an interdisciplinary expert
who designs systems by using modeling techniques. The system
architect has know-how in the area of software - hardware design.
In innovation modeling, the system architect takes on the role of
the innovation modeler and its decomposition into subsystems.

Domain Expert The domain expert represents a specialist of a particular disci-
pline covering subdomains of development. The domain expert
supports the innovation modeling and evaluates its influences
and dependencies of certain domain elements on other domain
elements.

Leader to set up and manage the meetings, the IMoG modeler responsible for cre-
ating the models and the corporation representatives in the roles of the Roadmap
Manager for proposing their interests in the innovations as well as some Domain
Experts for supporting the Roadmap Managers. The filled Strategy Perspective
constitutes the artifact of the “Innovation Identification” activity.

The second step is the Feature and Function Identification. Its goal is
to refine the problem understanding and create a feature hierarchy including
optional User Stories and Use Cases based on the description of the innovation.
The involved roles include again the committee members of step 1 (Commit-
tee Leader, IMoG modeler and the corporation representatives). In-house re-
quirements engineers are involved in this step. The filled Functional Perspective
constitutes the artifact of the “Feature and Function Identification” activity.

The third step is the Requirements Elicitation, which adds quality re-
quirements and constraints to the feature hierarchy and refines in this way the
problem space further. It is the last step focusing on the problem space. The
roles that are involved in this step are the same as in step 2. The filled Qual-
ity Perspective constitutes the artifact of the “Requirements Elicitation (Quality
Requirements and Constraints)” activity.

The solution space of the innovation is examined after the problem is suffi-
ciently understood. The corresponding step is called Solution Space Explo-
ration. It consists of modeling the possible solutions of the innovation with
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(sufficient) technical details. The leader of this task is the system architect to
examine and analyze the possible solutions. The system architect gets support
from the requirements engineer and the domain expert, however, their help is of
supportive nature. The filled Structural Perspective constitutes the artifact of
the “Solution Space Exploration” activity.

After the solutions are examined, the committee extracts the insights gained
by the created model and saves them in their database for further innovations.
This step is called Extraction and Saving of the Insights. No in-house
corporation role is needed. The Knowledge Perspective constitutes the artifact
of the “Extracting and saving Insights for future IMoG Innovations” activity.

The roadmap writing is the next step building upon the insights from the
previous step. The committee members meet up again and discuss the roadmap
together. The modeling activities are finished and the IMoG modeler is not
needed for this task. The roadmap manager takes responsibility for the roadmap
writing, structures the document, and assigns tasks. After this step, the main
roadmapping activies are done.

Based on this roadmap, reoccurring meetings are established to maintain
and update the roadmap. The same roles are involved as in the writing of the
roadmap.

It is not required to complete each of the seven steps before the next one is
started (as usual in process models). Instead, it is sufficient to draft each model
of each step and refine them when necessary, similarly to what was proposed
within the twin peaks model [12].

4 Discussion and Lessons Learned

We have consolidated IMoG by refining IMoG’s perspectives and their corre-
sponding model elements and by defining a suitable process for IMoG. Further-
more, we applied IMoG on a few academic examples including the e-scooter
example presented in this article.

In this section, we review the discussion of the evaluation of the journal
article [6] and describe what we have learned from the examples.

The initial evaluation in the original proposal of IMoG [6] stated two strengths:
the appropriate level of abstraction for modeling innovations and the examined
ways through the matrix. The examined ways include, for example, a top-down
diagonal approach from the Context Level of the Strategy Perspective down to
the Component Level of the Structural Perspective or a bottom-up approach
from the ideas of the semiconductor suppliers back to the context of the car
manufacturers.

The appropriate level of abstraction was confirmed and further underlined by
the examples: IMoG helped us to adequately tackle the innovations. We recon-
sidered our opinion regarding the mentioned ways through the matrix. Instead of
specifying several possible ways through IMoG, we think it is rather appropriate
to follow the mentioned process for IMoG presented in section 3.3. Furthermore,
iterating between the problem space and solution space perspectives similar to
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the process defined in the twin peaks model [12] is in our opinion the most
appropriate approach.

The initial evaluation in the original proposal of IMoG [6] identified three
potential limitations based on an academic example of wireless charging: scal-
ability, detailed behavioral models, and bridging to product level models. The
application of IMoG to the larger example of the e-scooter sheds more light onto
these topics. First, we did not encounter any issues regarding scalability in the
example modeled here, which indicates that IMoG as such does not introduce
unnecessary and unmanageable complexities. Second, our example here confirms
the view that the absence of detailed behavioral models is actually a strength:
Details are not required and should be left out in abstract innovation modeling.
Nonetheless, such detailed models should be possible to be attached to solu-
tion blocks whenever needed. Finally, the bridge between an IMoG model to
a product level model remains properly solvable: Bridging the gap by referring
IMoG’s elements, using transformations of IMoG models to established system
level development languages or by translating the IMoG model into a devel-
opment focused framework (see Broy et al. in [2]) with adding the behavioral
aspects to the designed framework are the recommended choices.

While applying IMoG to the examples we learned two more lessons: Reorder-
ing the perspectives into the problem space and solution space made it easier to
apply IMoG. This distinction got added to the design principles of IMoG (see
section 3.1). Another lesson was, that interpreting abstraction levels as filter
functionality is better suited for the modeler than interpreting abstraction lev-
els as a division into diagrams. We examined that the division of an innovation
model into several pieces would do more harm regarding its user experience and
usefulness than it would help.

5 Conclusion

This article presents the modeling methodology “Innovation Modeling Grid”
(IMoG). IMoG targets the creation and maintenance of a public roadmap by an
automotive value chain committee. A particular focus of IMoG is the tailoring
to an adequate level of abstraction for modeling innovations. The methodology
IMoG focuses on splitting its models into the well known problem space and
the solution space. Half of its five perspectives cover the problem space and the
other half focus on the solution space. Each perspective covers a different aspect
of an innovation. Additionally, IMoG contains abstraction levels and builds –
together with the perspectives – a matrix.

We presented the design principles of IMoG, evaluated the methodology with
the larger innovation example of an e-scooter and introduced a process for IMoG.
We revisited the strengths and the limitations of IMoG from our preliminary
evaluation and described our lessons learned. Overall, we see a high potential
in the IMoG methodology. Our next steps include an evaluation of IMoG in
an industrial context. To this end, we are currently implementing a dedicated
tooling for IMoG.
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